
Key Findings: LITTERING BEHAVIOR

Littering Behavior in America*, new research from Keep America Beautiful, reports on three nationwide studies— 
behavior observations, intercept interviews, and a national telephone survey.  These explore how frequently people litter, the 
individual and contextual variables that contribute to littering, and the effectiveness of various approaches to reduce littering.

* The 2009 National Visible Litter Survey and Litter Cost Study was prepared by MidAtlantic Solid Waste Consultants for Keep
America Beautiful, Inc. Research reports and an executive summary can be downloaded at www.kab.org/research09. Keep
America Beautiful, Inc. 2009 national litter and littering behavior research were conducted through a grant from Philip Mor-
ris USA, an Altria Company. Wm. Wrigley Jr. Company Foundation sponsored the creation of these fact sheets. All contents
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In the 2009 national survey, the first since 1969, 15%  
of individuals self-reported littering in the past month. 
In 1969, 50% admitted littering. While self-reported  
littering rates have declined in the past 40 years,  
individual littering—and litter—persists. 

Litter is primarily the result of 
individual behaviors.

• About 85% of littering is the result of individual
attitudes. Changing individual behavior is key to preventing litter.

• Nearly one in five, or 17%, of all disposals observed in
public spaces were littering.  The remainder (83%) was
properly discarded in a trash or recycling receptacle.

• Most littering behavior—81%--occurred with notable
intent. This included dropping (54%), flick/fling of the item
(20%), and other littering with notable intent (7%).

The community environment also 
influences littering behavior.

• A strong contributor to littering is the prevalence of exist-
ing litter.  About 15% of littering is affected by the environment,
or existing litter.

• Trash receptacles are widespread, while ash receptacles
are less common.  Of the sites observed, 91% had trash re-
ceptacles (including dumpsters), but only 47% had ash recep-
tacles.  And even fewer had recycling containers (12%).

• Most littering occurs at a considerable distance from
a receptacle.  At the time of improper disposal, the average
estimated distance to the nearest receptacles was 29 feet.  The
observed littering rate when a receptacle was 10 feet or closer
was 12%, and the likelihood of littering increased steadily for
receptacles at a greater distance.

• Individuals under 30 are more likely to litter than those
who are older.  In fact, age, and not gender, is a significant
predictor of littering behavior.

More on reverse side...
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Cigarette Butt Littering

The most frequently littered items are cigarette butts.  
Tobacco products are roughly 38% of all U.S. roadway litter 
and comprise nearly 30% at “transition points”.  Here are 
more facts about cigarette butt littering:

• A focused observation of smokers revealed a 65% litter-
ing rate.  Both the availability of ash receptacles and the
amount of existing litter affected the littering rate.

• Cigarette butt litter was more strongly influenced by
the environment than was general litter.  A full 38% of
cigarette butt littering was due to the environment, and 62%
to individual behavior.

Preventing litter requires changing individual behavior— 
and the environment

Make proper disposal convenient and accessible.  Provide sufficient trash, ash, and recycling recep-
tacles.  There is a special need for more ash receptacles.

Ensure consistent and ongoing clean-up efforts.   Littered environments attract more litter.  Decrease the 
amount of existing litter.  

Use landscaping, improving the built infrastructure, and ongoing maintenance to set a community stan-
dard and promote a sense of personal responsibility not to litter. Communities that make an effort to “beautify” 
result in lower rates of littering behavior.  

Make the most of awareness and motivational campaigns.  Use messaging that highlights social disap-
proval for littering and a preference for clean, litter-free communities.  Messages that show littering as com-
mon undermine littering prevention.  And keep the focus on individual responsibility.   


